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Concentration profiles and reaction fronts in A¿B\C type processes: Effect of background ions

T. Unger and Z. Ra´cz
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Eo¨tvös University, 1117 Budapest, Pa´zmány sétány 1/A, Hungary

~Received 10 November 1999!

The diffusion and reaction of initially separated ionsA2 andB1 in the presence of counterionsÂ1 andB̂2

are studied. The dynamics is described in terms of reaction-diffusion equations obeying local electroneutrality,
and the time evolution of ion concentrations is determined. We find that, in the absence of reactions, unequal
mobility of ions generates nontrivial features in the macroscopically observable concentration profiles. Switch-
ing on the reactionA21B1→C leads to the formation of a localized, diffusive reaction front, and one finds
that the properties of the front~e.g., the effective diffusion constant! are affected by the background ions. The
consequences of this effect on the formation of Liesegang patterns are discussed.

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Ln, 45.70.Qj, 66.10.2x, 82.45.1z
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reaction-diffusion processA1B→C has long been
studied. This conceptually simple process displays a rich
riety of phenomena~nonclassical reaction kinetics@1,2#,
clustering and segregation@3,4#, front formation@5,6#! and,
depending on the interpretation ofA andB ~particles, quasi-
particles, topological defects, chemical reagents, etc.!, it pro-
vides a model for a number of phenomena in physics, ch
istry, and biology.

In many cases of interest,A andB are ions (A2 andB1)
and these ions are initially separated from each other.
example we shall discuss below is the formation of Lies

ang bands@7,8#, where an electrolyteA2Â1 diffuses into a

gel column containing another electrolyteB̂2B1. The con-
centration ofA’s is taken to be much larger than that of th
B’s; thus the reaction frontA21B1→C moves along the
column. An appropriate choice of reagents then leads to q
siperiodic precipitation (C→D) in the wake of the front
~Fig. 1!.

In general, the background ions (Â1 and B̂2) are ex-
pected to play a role in the process described above. Ne
theless, the usual approach is to neglect them and con
only a contact interaction between the neutral reagentsA and
B. This approximation is based on the argument that
background ions provide only screening and, furthermo
the screening length is much smaller than the scale of c
centration variations relevant in the formation of a mac
scopic pattern. Although the argument sounds compell
one should note that the background ions may generate m
roscopic effects even if the screening length is negligib
Indeed, if the mobility of one of the background ions (Â1 in
the Liesegang case! is much smaller than the other mobil
ties, then the motion and properties of the reaction front
altered. Since the properties of the reaction front are cru
in determining the pattern@9–11#, one expects that the pres
ence of background ions will give rise to macroscop
changes in the observed patterns.

Our aim with this work is to verify the above expectatio
and to investigate how the diffusion and front formation a
affected by unequal mobilities of background ions. Mo
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~4!/3583~7!/$15.00
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precisely, we shall study the time evolution of ion conce
trations in the process

A
2

1Â
1

1B
1

1B̂
2→C1Â

1
1B̂

2
, ~1!

where the reaction productC5A
2
B

1
is assumed to vanish

from the system. The process starts att50 from an initial
condition where the electrolytesA2Â1 andB1B̂2 are sepa-
rated and their concentrations (a1,â2,b2,b̂1) are constant
in the left (x,0) and right (x.0) half spaces, respectively

a2~x,t50!5â1~x,t50!5a0u~2x!,
~2!

b1~x,t50!5b̂2~x,t50!5b0u~x!,

where u(x) is the step function. Such an initial state wi
a0@b0 is actually used in Liesegang experiments, and t
choice is also motivated by the fact that investigations
front formation from such an initial state have proved to
instrumental in understanding theA1B→C process@5#.

The study of motion of ions is not an easy task and
must simplify the problem to make it tractable. We believ
however, that our approximations listed below are appro
ate at least for the description of the Liesegang experime

~1! It is assumed that the phenomena can be describe
reaction-diffusion equations. This appears to be a correct
sumption for reactions taking place in a gel where conv
tion is absent.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of Liesegang phenomena. The co

spondence with the notation in the text is given byA25Cl2, Â1

5H1 ~outer electrolyte!; B15Ag1, B̂25NO3
2 ~inner electro-

lyte!; and D5AgCl ~precipitate!. The initial interface between
electrolytes is atx50. The precipitation bands~shaded regions!
emerge in the wake of the moving reaction-diffusion front~dashed
line at xf).
3583 © 2000 The American Physical Society
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3584 PRE 61T. UNGER AND Z. RÁCZ
~2! The screening length is assumed to be negligi
and screening is taken into account by enforcing lo
electroneutrality. At characteristic ion concentratio
(1023M – 1M ) present in Liesegang experiments, t
screening length is indeed small (;1029 m) compared both
to the characteristic diffusion length (;1022 m) and to the
width of the reaction zone (;1026 m). Further discussion
can be found in Sec. II.

~3! The concentration profiles are assumed to depend
on one spatial coordinate (x in Fig. 1!. Although a one-
dimensional geometry can be set up in experiments on
segang phenomena~the length of the gel column can b
made much larger than its width!, one should note that th
finite extent of the sample in the transverse direction po
nontrivial problems with edge effects. It appears, howev
that these effects can be neglected since the final patte
usually one dimensional to good accuracy.

~4! The mobilities of the reagents and of the backgrou
ions are, in general, different. For simplicity, we shall co
sider the case with one of the background ions havin
significantly distinct diffusion coefficient:

Da5Db5Db̂[D5” Dâ[D̂. ~3!

This is just a technical assumption to keep the numbe
parameters small, and this also appears to be the most i
esting case for Liesegang phenomena wherea0@b0.

Once the above approximations are made one arrives
problem that can be studied numerically and, in some lim
analytically. The process is now simple enough so that
numerical analysis is not hindered by computer time a
memory problems, or by difficulties arising from discretiz
tion.

In order to arrive at the results, we shall proceed as
lows. First we discuss how to take into account the elec
neutrality constraint in the reaction-diffusion equations~Sec.
II !. Then the case without reaction is studied and we sh
that interesting concentration profiles emerge even in
pure diffusion process~Sec. III!. The effects of reactions ar
considered in Sec. IV, where the properties of the reac
front are calculated. Finally, the implications for understan
ing the Liesegang phenomena are discussed in Sec. V.

II. EQUATIONS IN THE ELECTRONEUTRALITY
APPROXIMATION

In a medium such as a gel, the ions move by diffus
and, in the presence of an electric fieldEW 52¹W w, the flux of
ions jW i is given by the Nernst-Planck relation@12#

jW i5 jW i ,diff1 jW i ,drift52DS ¹W ni1
zi

w0
ni¹W w D . ~4!

Hereni is the concentration of thei th ions of integer charge
zi , Di is their diffusion coefficient, andw05RT/F is a con-
stant combining the temperatureT, the gas constantR, and
the Faraday numberF. The potentialw is determined from
the Poisson equation

Dw52
F

« r«0
(

i
zini , ~5!
e
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where «0 is the permittivity of free space while« r is the
dielectric constant of the system.

An important quantity in ionic diffusion is the Deby
length r D which gives the characteristic length scale asso
ated with charge imbalances,

r D5A« r«0RT

F2n0

, ~6!

wheren0 is the characteristic scale of ionic concentration
In a Liesegang experiment, one usually hasn0
'1023M –1M and the process takes place in an aque
medium (« r'80). Thusr D'10210– 1028 m, and one can
see thatr D is much smaller than the scale of the macrosco
pattern~e.g., the width of the bands,'1023– 1022 m). As a
consequence, one can use the electroneutrality approx
tion which consists of replacing Eq.~5! by the constraint

(
i

zini50. ~7!

Denoting now the rate of reaction of thei th ion with the
others byRi($n%) and assuming that the reaction does n
violate electroneutrality (( iziRi50), Eq. ~4! together with
the constraint~7! yields the following equations for the tim
evolution of the concentration fields:

] tni5Di@Dni2zi¹W •~niEW!#2Ri~$n%! ~8!

where the appropriately scaled electric field is given by

EW5
( iziDi¹W ni

( izi
2Dini

. ~9!

At first sight, the origin of this electric field is not obviou
sinceEW emerges in an electroneutral system. One should
member, however, that constraints generate forces, and
the electroneutrality constraint that generates the above fi
In reality, the ionic diffusion does produce unbalanc
charges, which, in turn, do generate an electric fieldEWr . The
charge densities, however, are much smaller than the typ
ion concentrations,( izini!nj , andEWr is actually a field that
allows diffusion in nearly electroneutral conditions. Th
electroneutrality approximation@12# replaces the nearly elec
troneutral conditions with exact electroneutrality by repla
ing EWr with a fieldEW @Eq. ~9!# such that the diffusive dynam
ics is constrained to keep the charge imbalances at zero

It should be noted that there is an extra term inEW if a
steady global current flows through the system. Such a
rent is not present in the Liesegang problem and, trying
keep the discussion as simple as possible, we shall ass
that the global current is zero.

For the process of actual interest Eq.~1!, reaction takes
place only between the ionsA2 and B1 and their rate of
reaction is given byka2b1 where k is the rate constant
Thus the above equations in a one-dimensional geom
take the form

] ta
25D@]x

2a21]x~a2E!#2ka2b1 ~10!
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] tb
15D@]x

2b12]x~b1E!#2ka2b1, ~11!

] tâ
15D̂@]x

2â12]x~ â1E!#, ~12!

] tb̂
25D@]x

2b̂21]x~ b̂2E!#, ~13!

with

E5
D]x~2a21b12b̂2!1D̂]xâ

1

D~a21b11b̂2!1D̂â1
. ~14!

Equations~10!–~14! together with the initial conditions~2!
provide the mathematical formulation of our problem.

Before turning to the solution of the above equations,
us mention that the diffusion-reaction problem of ions
one-dimensional geometry can be tackled numerically w
out assuming the electroneutrality condition. The only di
culty is that the discretization of space must be on a fi
scale than the Debye length and so, in the range of phys
parameters wherer D is exceedingly small, the calculatio
becomes impractical. One expects~and we verified it for
some cases! that the solution of the full problem will ap
proach the solution of the corresponding ‘‘electroneutra
problem asr D is decreased.

III. CONCENTRATION PROFILES WITH NO REACTIONS

Let us begin the analysis of Eqs.~10!–~14! by considering
the case of no reactions (k50) and let us further restrict ou
study to the case ofa0@b0 corresponding to the Liesegan
initial conditions. The limit ofb050 is especially simple and
treated in textbooks. In this case, the two ionsA2 and Â1

must move together; thus an electric field is generated
slows down the more mobile ions and accelerates the slo
ions. The result is an effective diffusion with a diffusio
coefficientDeff52DD̂/(D1D̂) @13#.

The presence of a small amount ofB’s (a0@b0) does not
significantly change the motion ofA’s. The ionsA2 andÂ1

can separate now but only by a small amount, which is co
pensated by the motion ofB’s. In Fig. 2, we can see the
results for the case ofb0 /a050.01 andD̂/D50.1 ~slow
background ionsÂ1). The electric field is mainly generate
by the motion of the majorityA ions and, in turn, this field is
the determining factor in the motion of the minorityB ions.
Since this field, shown in Fig. 2~b!, moves theÂ1 (A2) ions
in the 1x (2x) direction, a similar effect is felt by theB
ions. Indeed, as one can see in Fig. 2~c!, the B1’s are re-
pelled from the region theA ions moved into, while the ions
B̂2 are pulled through this region. As a result, a regi
emerges where the ionic and diffusive drifts of theB’s are in
opposite directions.

It should be noted that the profiles shown in Fig. 2 ke
their shape in time. The pictures att8 are obtained from those
at t51 h by rescaling thex axis by a factorAt8/t. This
numerical observation is the consequence of the fact tha
Debye length is zero and the initial conditions~2! do not
contain any length scales. As a consequence, all the le
scales are diffusive lengths proportional toAt. The above
argument can be seen to work explicitly in the limitD̂50
t
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where an analytic calculation@14# gives the concentration
profiles, which can be expressed through error functions
argumentx/At.

The complexity of the concentration profiles shown
Figs. 2~a! and 2~c! suggests that if reactions are switched
between the ionsA2 and B1 then the emerging reactio
front may be rather different from that in the case of neut
reagents. This is what we shall study in Sec. IV.

IV. REACTION FRONT

The full reaction-diffusion process is described by Eq
~10!–~14! and the solution of these equations with initi
condition ~2! provides the description of the reaction fron
Indeed, once the concentration profiles are known, the lo

FIG. 2. Concentration profiles of theA andB ions @~a! and ~c!,
respectively# and the electric field~b! generated by them. The con
centration is measured in 0.1M while the unit of the electric field is
V/m. The results are for the case ofb050.01a0 with the diffusion

coefficients given byD51029 m2/s and D̂50.1D. Inset in ~a!
shows that region where relative separation of theA ions is signifi-
cant.
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3586 PRE 61T. UNGER AND Z. RÁCZ
tion and the time evolution of the production ofA21B1

→C particles are given by

R~x,t !5ka2~x,t !b1~x,t !. ~15!

The properties ofR(x,t) are well known for the case o
neutral reagents (E50) @5#. In that case, the reaction take
place in a narrow, moving region whose width is mu
smaller than the diffusive scales. The motion of the react
zone is ‘‘diffusive’’ characterized by a diffusion constantD f

xf5A2D ft. ~16!

Another important feature of the front is that it leaves beh
a density ofC’s @10#,

c05E
0

`

R~x,t !dt, ~17!

which is independent ofx.
The parametersD f and c0 can easily be determined fo

the neutral case by exploiting the smallness of the width
the reaction zone. The reaction zone is replaced by a p
where the diffusion equations are supplemented by boun
conditions and as a result the parametersD f andc0 are given
as functions ofa0 , b0 , Da , andDb @5,15#.

The presence of a localized, diffusive front is an essen
ingredient in the theories of Liesegang phenomena@9–11#,
and the parameters of the front~especiallyD f and c0) are
known to influence the properties of the patterns. Thus
next step is now to find out how the above picture is mo
fied as a result of the ionic character of the reagents.

Equations~10!–~14! with initial condition~2! can be stud-
ied by straightforward numerical methods and one finds
the localized-diffusive-front picture does hold, and, furth
more, the scaling properties~16! and ~17! also remain valid
when the ionic interactions are switched on. The actual v
ues of the parametersD f and c0, however, are affected b
the presence of background ions.

In order to understand how these results arise, let us b
with the numerical observation that the reaction front
mains narrow even if the ionic interactions are switched
Indeed, for characteristic values ofa0'100b0'1M , Da
'Db'10210 m2/s, andk'1010 M 21 s21 @16#, we find that
the width is in the mesoscopic range (;1026 m) at all times
available in a Liesegang experiment. Thus, on diffus
length scales, the reaction zone can be treated as a poin~as
in the neutral case! and one arrives at equations with n
reaction terms:

] tni5Di@]x
2ni2zi]x~niE!#. ~18!

The reactions are taken into account by the following bou
ary conditions at the front:

a2~xf !5b1~xf !50,
~19!

u j a2~xf !u5u j b1~xf !u.

The meaning of the above conditions is that the concen
tions of the reagents are zero at the front and the fluxe
ions A2 andB1 to the reaction zone are equal.
n
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Let us now suppose thatxf(t) and ni(x,t) are the solu-
tions of the above equations~18! and ~19! with the initial
condition~2!. Then one can easily verify that the front pos
tion lxf(t/l

2) and the concentrationsni(x/l,t/l2) also
solve the same problem for an arbitraryl.0 ~note that the
initial conditions do not contain any length scale!. Thus the
functions ni(x,t) and xf(t) must satisfy the conditions
ni(x,t)5ni(x/l,t/l2) and xf(t)5lxf(t/l

2). As a conse-
quence, we find that the concentration profiles obey the s
ing form

ni~x,t !5F iS x

At
D , ~20!

and the front moves diffusively even if the ionic interactio
are taken into account,

xf;At. ~21!

The above relationship~21! defines the diffusion constantD f

throughxf5A2D ft.
The scaling of the concentrations Eq.~20! together with

Eq. ~14! imply scaling for the electric field,

E~x,t !5
1

At
CS x

At
D . ~22!

These scaling results allow us to investigate the produc
of C particles. The number ofC’s arising in the reaction
zone in a unit time is given by the flux of one of the reage
~e.g., j a2) entering the front. According to Eqs.~20!–~22!,
j a2 at xf is proportional to 1/At and the velocity of the front
decays in time in the same way,xf;1/At. It follows then
that the density of theC’s emerging in the wake of the fron
is a constant,

c5
j a2

ẋf

5const5c0 . ~23!

The results~20!–~23! given by the above analytical argu
ment have been confirmed by computer simulations. An
ample of such a numerical calculation can be seen in Fig

Having established the same scaling properties of
front @Eqs. ~21!,~23!# as in the case of neutral reagents, w
turn now to the actual values of the parametersD f and c0.
Since the motion of the reagents is modified by the elec
field ~22!, one expects thatD f andc0 will depend not only
on the properties of the reagents but also on the propertie
the background ions.

We studied the effect of the background ions by chang
the diffusion coefficientD̂ @Eq. ~3!# and keeping all the othe
parameters (a0 ,b0 ,D) fixed. The numerical results forD f

andc0 as functions ofD̂ are shown in Fig. 4. As one can se
c0 does not change significantly in the physically releva
range of 0.1,D̂,10 @Fig. 4~b!#. The reason for this insen
sitivity of c0 is that the density of the reaction product f
a0@b0 andDa'Db is mainly determined by the concentra
tion b0 @10#.

The parameterD f is much more sensitive to the mobilit
of the counterions, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. Although the mo-
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PRE 61 3587CONCENTRATION PROFILES AND REACTION FRONTS . . .
tion of the front is determined by the interplay of all fou
types of ions and the process is rather complex, the resu
Fig. 4~a! can be easily understood. Fora0@b0, the main
effect comes from the counterionsÂ1 slowing down or
speeding up the motion of theA2’s. If the diffusion coeffi-
cientD̂ is smaller thanD, theA2 ions are pulled back by the
Â1’s ~otherwise the slowÂ1 ions would form positive
charge density in the left region!; thus fewerA2 particles
enter the front, which yields a smaller value ofD f . A similar
argument leads to the opposite effect for the case ofD̂.D.
The caseD̂5D is special in the sense that the electric fie
~14! vanishes and the result corresponds to the case of
tral reagents.

In the next section we turn to the theory of Liesega
phenomena in order to demonstrate the relevance of
above results in the description of a relatively simple patte
forming process.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR LIESEGANG THEORIES

The Liesegang patterns described in Sec. I have b
much investigated for about a century@7,8,17#. The gross
features ofnormal patterns in reproducible experiments a
rather simple, namely, the distance between consecu
bandsxn112xn increases with band ordern and the posi-
tions of the bands obey aspacing law@18,19#:

xn11

xn
[11pn →

n@1
11p, ~24!

where 11p is called the spacing coefficient andp.0.
Currently, the Liesegang phenomenon is mainly stud

as a nontrivial example of pattern formation in the wake o
moving front @9,20# and the theories of normal patterns r
volve around the calculation ofp. The main feature of thes
theories is that the precipitate appears as the system
through some nucleation@9,20–24#, spinodal@11#, or coagu-
lation @25# thresholds. Most of these theories are rather co
plicated, however, and have been developed only recent
the level@10,11# that p can be investigated in detail, and,

FIG. 3. Concentration profiles of theA and B ions when the
reaction is switched on. The initial state is given by Eq.~2!. The
results are shown at time 1 h for the case ofb050.01a050.01M

with the diffusion coefficients given byD51029 m2/s and D̂
50.1D. The concentration is measured in units of 0.01M .
in
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particular, its dependence on the initial concentrationsa0 and
b0 can be determined, and connection can be made to
experimentally established Matalon-Packter law@26,27#.

None of the above theories addresses the question of
the Liesegang patterns are affected by the presence of b
ground ions although the existence of such an effect is
pected. Indeed, let us take, for example, the expression fp
obtained in a simple version of thenucleation and growth
theory†see Eq.~25! in @10#‡,

p'
Dcc*

D f~c02c* !
, ~25!

whereDc is the diffusion coefficient of theC particles while
c* is the threshold concentration ofC’s. The meaning ofD f
~the diffusion coefficient of the front! andc0 ~the concentra-
tion of C’s left behind the front! is the same as defined in th
paper. As one can see from Eq.~25!, the spacing coefficien
depends on bothD f andc0. Thus, on the basis of our resul
~see Fig. 4!, we expectp to be affected by the backgroun
ions.

FIG. 4. The diffusion coefficient of the reaction front (D f) and

the concentration of the reaction product (c0). D̂ is the diffusion

coefficient of theÂ1 ions whileD for the other ions is 1029 m2/s.
The units ofD f andc0 are 1029 m2/s and 0.01M , respectively. The
initial concentrations are given byb050.01a050.01M . The points
indicated by the circles correspond to the case when the backgr
ions have no effect on the dynamics.
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3588 PRE 61T. UNGER AND Z. RÁCZ
In order to put our expectation on a firmer basis, we c
culated p numerically by employing a recent theory@11#
where the addition of the background ions is straightforwa
The main ingredients in this theory are~i! a moving reaction
front that leaves behind the particlesC, and ~ii ! a Cahn-
Hilliard type phase-separation dynamics for theC particles.
This theory yields the spacing law, and the results forp are
in agreement with the Matalon-Packter law. Thus it appe
to be a good candidate for the description of the Lieseg
process. Since the reaction front enters the description
as a source in the Cahn-Hilliard equation†see Eq.~3! in
@11#‡, one can study the effect of background ions by mo
fying the source according to the description in Sec. IV. T
results of our numerical work for a particular case w
b0 /a050.01 ~the parameters in the Cahn-Hilliard equati
were set to unity! are displayed in Fig. 5.

As can be seen from Fig. 5,p does depend onD̂ and,
actually, p can change by a factor of 5 compared to t
neutral case (D̂'D) providedD̂ decreases by a factor of 10
One can also observe that the ionic effect is larger when

FIG. 5. Spacing coefficient as a function of the diffusion co

ficient (D̂) of the background ions (Â1) for a case withb0 /a0

50.01. The circle corresponds to equal diffusion coefficients wh
the description in terms of neutral reagents is valid.
-

l-

.

rs
g
ly

i-
e

e

counterionA1 is slower thanA2. These observations and th
overall picture are in agreement with the result~25! obtained
in the nucleation and growth theory. Indeed,c0 is weakly
dependent onD̂; thus the main effect comes fromD f . As
Fig. 4 shows,D f is a smooth, monotonically increasing fun
tion of D̂ and this translates through Eq.~25! into a mono-
tonically decreasingp(D̂).

We have thus shown that the background ions canno
neglected in the description of the Liesegang phenomena
less the diffusivities of the ions are roughly equal. Althou
this conclusion appears to complicate the description sign
cantly, the reassuring aspect of the result is that all the c
plications can be absorbed into the parameters (D f andc0)
of the front. As a consequence, previous ideas about the
tern formation remain intact apart from the need to take
count of the renormalization of the parametersD f andc0.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

A general conclusion we can draw from the present w
is that the dynamics of reaction fronts is strongly altered
the diffusivities of the reacting ions differ significantly from
those of the background ions. This conclusion is based on
nontrivial density profiles found in a study of the the sim
plest reaction schemeA1B→C assuming negligible screen
ing length ~electroneutrality approximation!. We believe,
however, that some aspects of our results~the reaction front
can still be characterized by an effective diffusion const
and it still leaves behind a constant density of reaction pr
uct! are robust since they appear to follow from more gene
considerations, and thus they should be applicable to m
complicated cases.
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